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Xiao Yan,Gang Kou,Feng Xiao,Dapeng Zhang ,Xianghua Gan
• This study employs a novel algorithm : eidetic 3D convolutional long short-term memory network (E3D-LSTM) to
handle video-level data in bike-sharing systems, and enrichs the relevant researches which are based on images/videos
and computer-based urban systems.
• For validating the significance of spatial and temporal dependence in forecasting demand problem, the spatio-temporal
correlations and feature importance are experimented and visualized by data mining.
• On the basis of the proposed FM-E3DCL-Net and video-level data, one novel end-to-end deep learning architecture is
constructed to fuse the spatio-temporal and normal features for forecasting demand. Furthermore, the deep learning
and statistic models are stacked to improve performance and decrease variance by ensemble learning.
• Validated by the real-world data, the proposed FM-E3DCL-Net outperforms the other benchmark models, including
several image/video-based deep learning models, vector-based machine learning models, and statistical models.
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ABSTRACT
Temporal and spatial features are both important for predicting the demands in the bike-sharing sys-
tems. Many relevant experiments in the literature support this. Meanwhile, it is observed that the data
structure of spatial features with vector form is weaker in space than the videos, which have natural
spatial structure. Therefore, to obtain more spatial features, this study introduces city map to generate
GPS demand videos while employing a novel algorithm : eidetic 3D convolutional long short-term
memory network named E3D-LSTM to process the video-level data in bike-sharing system. The
spatio-temporal correlations and feature importance are experimented and visualized to validate the
significance of spatial and temporal features. Despite the deep learning model is powerful in non-
linear fitting ability, statistic model has better interpretation. This study adopts ensemble learning,
which is a popular policy, to improve the performance and decrease variance. In this paper, we pro-
pose a novel model stacked by deep learning and statistical models, named the fusion multi-channel
eidetic 3D convolutional long short-term memory network(FM-E3DCL-Net), to better process tem-
poral and spatial features on the dataset about 100,000 transactions within one month in Shanghai
of Mobike company. Furthermore, other factors like weather, holiday and time intervals are proved
useful in addition to historical demand, since they decrease the root mean squared error (RMSE) by
29.4%. On this basis, the ensemble learning further decreases RMSE by 6.6%.
1. Introduction
In recent years, bike-sharing systems become popular in
major cities around the world as a novel way of travel. From
the perspective of protecting the environment and keeping
health, this way of travel reduces carbon emissions and pol-
lution while exercising the body. Meanwhile, it accords with
modern people’s green consumption concept and a healthy
lifestyle. In the field of short-distance transportation [7],
showing competitive pattern between bike-sharing and taxi
systems in general in dense urban areas. More and more
people prefer travels by bicycle, which lead to the decrease
of carbon pollution.
Throughout the world’s major cities, the bike-sharing
systems are mainly divided into station-based systems and
station-free systems. Many US cities provide station-based
systems such as NewYork City, San Francisco, Chicago, and
Washington D.C. In China, the station-free systems is more
popular than station-based systems such as Mobike, Hel-
lobike, and Ofo. Compared with the station-based systems,
the station-free systems’ convenience has been loved. Pas-
sengers can ride a bike to the final destination without having
to find a station to return before they arrive. But the park-
ing of station-free systems is arbitrary, which brings more
challenges than station-based systems. More alternative dis-
patched areas greatly increases the complexity of reposition-
ing. So it is more important and intractable to predict the
quantity and location about the demand in the station-free
systems because this can strongly support operator reposi-
tioning bikes [2, 13, 15].
Extensive research [16, 6, 22], which has shown that the
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followed three factors are important to do prediction in the
bike-sharing systems, use raw data in vector form and vector-
based models such as linear regression(LR), support vector
regression(SVR), decision tree (DT) and random forest (RF).
• Factor1:Temporal dependencies. The demand at dif-
ferent times of the day is different, for example, it will
increase dramatically around the rush hour 7 am or 6
pm every 24 hours on the workdays. And historical
demand reflects the long-term and short-term trend in
the future.
• Factor2:Spatial dependencies. A region’s demand
is affected by neighboring regions. Also, similar re-
gions such as communities or subways have similar
demand, because people always ride a bike from the
community to subway in rush hour 7 am or from the
subway to the community in rush hour 6 pm.
• Factor3:External factors. The demand may be di-
rectly affected byweather conditions, holidays orwork-
days and time intervals, etc.
Recently, several studies use deep learning techniques
to do prediction in bike-sharing systems. Specifically, they
[4, 1] utilize GPS videos to predict rather than raw GPS
data in vector form. From the perspective of data struc-
ture, these studies have obvious advantages in extracting spa-
tial features with videos rather than raw data in vector form
due to videos have natural spatial features. And correspond-
ing video-based models have a good advantage of extracting
spatial features than vector-based models. Based on video-
level data, [4] utilizes 3D convolutional neural network(CNN)
to learn the spatio-temporal correlations jointly. Expect 3D-
CNN, [1] uses the convolutional long short-term memory
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network(ConvLSTM), which is a deep combination of 2D-
CNNandLSTM, to extract spatio-temporal correlations. Com-
pared to 3D-CNN, ConvLSTM has an advantage that it with
no need for deep layers or pooling layers to get long term
spatio-temporal correlations because of the mechanism of
shared parameters in each time step, and it has special de-
sign for long short term memory.
For combining both advantages of 3D-CNN and ConvL-
STM, a novel deep learningmodel : eidetic 3D convolutional
long short-term memory network(E3D-LSTM) [18], which
is a deep combination of 3D-CNN and LSTM and performs
better than 3D-CNN or ConvLSTM in several open video
datasets, is proposed to handle videos in the field of com-
puter vision. The main idea of E3D-LSTM is dividing the
long videos into several short segments, which are appro-
priate to be processed by 3D-CNN for extracting short term
spatio-temporal correlations jointly. In this way, 3D-CNN
can avoid processing long term videos while utilizing the
long term memory design of LSTM. Moreover, a recall gate
and associated structure are added in order to implement of
long term dependent learning, also known as self-attention
mechanism. This paper employs E3D-LSTM to construct
model meanwhile generates the corresponding video-level
data as input. The deep learning and statistical models are
absolutely different, so for combining the both advantages of
them, ensemble learning is generally considered a good pol-
icy to improve the performance and decrease the variance.
Considering the property that travels are generally within
several minutes in bike-sharing systems, this study further
supplements minute-level data for prediction. Firstly, the
city map is combined with the usage data to generate GPS
videos in minute-level, and the data of external factors like
weather, holiday and time intervals are collected. Secondly,
spatio-temporal correlations and feature importance are dis-
cussed by data mining. Thirdly, the end-to-end deep learn-
ing architecture is proposed to fuse spatio-temporal features
and normal features for forecasting future demand, and the
final model FM-E3DCL-Net is stacked by deep learning and
statistical models. Finally, sensitivity analysis are applied to
select the better hyperparameters.
In this paper, our contributions are summarized in the
following.
• This study employs a novel algorithm : eidetic 3D
convolutional long short-termmemory network (E3D-
LSTM) to handle video-level data in bike-sharing sys-
tems, and enrichs the relevant researches which are
based on images/videos and computer-based urban sys-
tems.
• For validating the significance of spatial and tempo-
ral dependence in forecasting demand problem, the
spatio-temporal correlations and feature importance
are experimented and visualized by data mining.
• On the basis of the proposed FM-E3DCL-Net and video-
level data, one novel end-to-end deep learning archi-
tecture is constructed to fuse the spatio-temporal and
normal features for forecasting demand. Furthermore,
the deep learning and statistic models are stacked to
improve performance and decrease variance by ensem-
ble learning.
• Validated by the real-world data, the proposed FM-
E3DCL-Net outperforms the other benchmark mod-
els, including several image/video-based deep learn-
ing models, vector-based machine learning models,
and statistical models.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews the related literatures from the perspective of data
structure. Section 3 gives a brief defination of variables and
problem. Section 4 illustrates the proposed FM-E3DCL-
Net. Section 5 first discusses the spatio-temporal correla-
tions and feature importance, and then compares the perfor-
mance between the proposed model and benchmark models.
Section 6 concludes the paper and outlooks future research.
2. Related works
2.1. Models in bike-sharing systems
Today, bike-sharing systems are popular all over theworld
due to the convenience of usage. Along with the conve-
nience comes the problems of shortage and oversupply, the
previous problem left the demand unmet, and the latter prob-
lem makes resources of bikes underutilized and wasteful.
Reviewing the previous literature, there are plenty of studies
try to alleviate the pressures of oversupply and shortage by
doing prediction. The models applied in these studies can be
divided as classical machine learning and deep learning.
2.1.1. Bike-sharing prediction with classical machine
learning models
In the classicalmachine learningmodels, all featureswhether
they are temporal or spatial are combined to a long vector to
input the model. Classical machine learning models, like
Ridge Regression, Autoregressive Integrated Moving Aver-
age, Aaboost Regression, Support Vector Regression, Ran-
dom Forecast Tree and Gradient Boosting Regression, are
employed in [8, 16, 6, 22] to do prediction, meanwhile, the
above models all require the input with vector form. Limited
by the mechanism, although the raw data includes temporal
and spatial dependencies, which may have a lot of contribu-
tions for prediction, the dependencies have to be abandoned
while the temporal and spatial features are regarded as nor-
mal features no difference. For similar problems in trans-
portation, the above models are also generally applied for
traffic flow prediction in [17, 3, 12].
2.1.2. Bike-sharing prediction with deep learning
models
Time series vectors also can be directly as input. The
data structure transforms from a long vector to a time series
vectors, where each vector is shorter and existing temporal
dependencies across time steps for keeping the temporal de-
pendencies. For example, [21] utilize the long short-term
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memory neural networks (LSTM) to capture temporal de-
pendencies.
With the development of Intelligent Transportation Sys-
tems and Internet of Things, GPS flow images are generally
utilized in many fields. The spatial dependencies is kept well
in images. [11] utilizingmulti-channel GPS demand images,
which are stacked along with time dimension by time se-
ries images, to predict future demand. The model employed
2D convolutional neural network (2D-CNN), which requires
the images as input, to capture the spatial dependencies. In
the field of computer vision, 2D-CNN is generally utilized
due to the ability of automatically extracting local spatial
dependencies to identify object categories. From the im-
ages, spatial dependencies can be observed such as the de-
mand around the higher demand regions is generally high.
In other similar problems, [24] utilize 2D-CNN to predict
crowed flow with multi-channel GPS flow images obtained
by mobile phone, and [14] uses 2D-CNN predicting large-
scale traffic speed with the images.
However, videos are inappropriate to be handled by 2D-
CNN which is designed for images, moreover, the temporal
dependencies encoded in multiple contiguous frames lacks
considering. To overcome theweakness, [9] proposed a novel
approach, 3D convolutional neural network named as 3D-
CNN, which redesigns the inner mechanism by consider-
ing the temporal dimension based on 2D-CNN. [4] employs
3D-CNN processing GPS flow videos to forecast future in-
flow and outflow in bike-sharing and taxi systems. In ad-
dition to 3D-CNN, [20] propose a novel approach ïĳŽcon-
volutional LSTM network named as ConvLSTM to handle
videos, which is employed in the study [1] to predict bike
distribution. For predicting the demand in taxi systems, [23]
propose a fully convolutional neural network architecture based
on 3D-CNN, and [10] propose a novel architecture based on
ConvLSTM and LSTM while considering the external fac-
tors such as weather, holiday, and travel time rate.
2.2. Eidetic 3D convolutional long short term
memory network
In recent years, [18] propose a novel approach inspired
by ConvLSTM and 3D-CNN, eidetic 3D convolutional long
short-termmemory network named as E3D-LSTM, to utilize
both advantages of 3D-CNN and ConvLSTM in the field of
computer vision. Different from 3D-CNN and ConvLSTM
that directly input the videos, the E3D-LSTM further divides
the video into several shorter segments, where each segment
is fully processed to extract the short term spatio-temporal
correlations jointly by 3D-CNN. In this way, 3D-CNN can
avoid processing long term videos while utilizing the long
term memory design of LSTM. Moreover, a recall gate and
associated structure are added in order to implement of long
term dependent learning, also known as self-attention mech-
anism. In this study, the E3D-LSTM is introduced to the
proposed model for better predicting future demand in bike-
sharing systems.
3. Preliminaries
The problem that predicting hourly demand in the bike-
sharing systems is a time-series prediction problem. Gen-
erally, hourly demand is influenced by temporal dependen-
cies(recent hourly demands), spatial dependencies(demands
in the nearest regions), and external factors(weekend orwork-
day, weather, the time interval).
This section first interpret the notations of the variables
used in this paper, then give an explicit definition of the
hourly demand forecasting problem in the bike-sharing sys-
tems.
Definition 1. (Region and time partition). First splitting the
city into 퐼 ∗ 퐽 grids uniformly according to coordinate and
count the demand every 10 minutes at each grid to gener-
ate GPS demand videos (e.g., see Figure 1). And then di-
viding the demand into rent demand and return demand,
which means passengers rent bikes from somewhere when
start travels and return bikes somewhere when end travels.
The following variables are explicitly defined:
Figure 1: The demand in 10 minutes
(1) Demand
Due to that the dataset lacks the number of available
bikes in somewhere, the demandmentioned and counted
in this paper is just which can be observed. The demand
at the 푡th hour lying in grid (푖, 푗) is defined as the num-
ber of orders during this hour within the grid, which
is denoted by 푑푖,푗푡 = (푑푖,푗푡1 … 푑
푖,푗
푡푛
). The 푑푖,푗푡푛 means thedemand of 푛th segment in grid (푖, 푗) at the 푡th hour by
splitting the 푡th hour into N time segments(i.e.,6). Fur-
thermore, the demand is divided into C kinds(i.e., rent
and return), e.g., denoted as 푑푟푒푛푡,푖,푗푡 , 푑푟푒푡푢푟푛,푖,푗푡 , 푑푟푒푛푡,푖,푗푡푛 ,
푑푟푒푡푢푟푛,푖,푗푡푛 . The demand in all 퐼 ∗ 퐽 grids at the 푡th houris defined as the 푡 ∈ 푅푁∗퐼∗퐽∗퐶 (푅 refers to the real
set), where the (푛, 푖, 푗, 푐)th element is (푡)푛,푖,푗,푐 = 푑푐,푖,푗푡푛and the (푛, 푐)th element is (푡)푛,푐 = 퐷푐푡푛 . The visualsymbol of demand is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: The symbol of demand
(2) Weather
The weather is observed 3 kinds: sunny, cloudy, and
rainy in the data-sets, denoted as 푤푡−1 by one-hot en-coding.
(3) Holiday
The day, denoted as ℎ푡−1 by one-hot encoding, is con-sidered as weekend or workday.
(4) The time interval
One day 24h is empirically divided into 4 time intervals:
morning rush hours, day time, evening rush hours and
night time, which are denoted as 푝푡−1 by one-hot encod-ing after describing the distribution of average hourly
demand in the training set. The specific hours are given
by :
푝푡−1 =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
0, if 푡 − 1 belongs to morning rush hours
1, if 푡 − 1 belongs to day time
2, if 푡 − 1 belongs to evening rush hours
3, if 푡 − 1 belongs to night time
Definition 2. (Type of variables). The demand is spatio-
temporal variable, which is distinguished across time and
space, and have both spatial and temporal dependencies si-
multaneously. The other variables: weather, weekend or
workday and the time interval are temporal variables, which
is only distinguished across time. With the variables defined
before, we can formulate the hourly demand forecasting as
Problem 1.
Problem 1. Given the historical observations (푡−푑 …푡−1
) and known information [푤푡−1, ℎ푡−1, 푝푡−1 ], predict 푡,
where 푑 is the look-back time windows.
4. Methodology
In this paper, a novel deep learning architecture (i.e.,
FM-E3DCL-Net) based on E3D-LSTM is proposed to pro-
cess the spatio-temporal features for bike-sharing demand
prediction. Furthermore, spatio-temporal correlations are
validated by computing the Pearson correlations across time
and space, and the feature importance is ranked by utilizing
the eXtreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) model. In this
section, we first give a brief review of the E3D-LSTM, then
introduce the architecture and model of FM-E3DCL-Net.
4.1. E3D-LSTM
In computer vision field, deep learning models achieve
great success. ConvLSTM [20], which inputs images se-
quence (i.e., videos) while processing with the 2D convolu-
tional operation, is proposed generally as a popular model.
Furthermore, the spatio-temporal LSTM (ST-LSTM) [19]
based on the ConvLSTM, is characterized by delivering two
memory states separately: memory퐶 andmemory푀 , which
not only memorize temporal representation, but also spatio-
temporal representation. Meanwhile, another approach 3D-
CNN [9], which is as popular as ConvLSTM, is proposed
to handle videos by replacing the 2D convolutional opera-
tion to 3D convolutional operation along with the temporal
dimension.
However, the 3D-CNN and ConvLSTM have different
advantages in somewhere. Inspired by the above models, a
novel model named E3D-LSTM is proposed to get the both
advantages. The innovations of E3D-LSTM are transform-
ing the long videos to videos, where each part is a shorter
video, with 3D convolutional operation to extract spatio-temporal
features jointly, and adding the recall gate to better capture
long term information in Equations (1) to (9). In this way,
3D-CNN can avoid process long videos while utilizing the
long term memory design of LSTM.
푡 = 휎(푊푥푟 ∗ 푡 +푊ℎ푟 ∗ 푘푡−1 + 푏푟) (1)
푡 = 휎(푊푥푖 ∗ 푡 +푊ℎ푖 ∗ 푘푡−1 + 푏푖) (2)
RECALL(푡,푘푡−휏∶푡−1) = sof tmax(푡⋅ (3)
(푘푡−휏∶푡−1)⊤) ⋅ 푘푡−휏∶푡−1
푘푡 = 푡 ⊗ tanh(푊푥푔 ∗ 푡 +푊ℎ푔 ∗ 푘푡−1 + 푏푔) (4)
+ LayerNorm (푘푡−1 + RECALL(푡,푘푡−휏∶푡−1))
′푡 = 휎(푊 ′푥푖 ∗ 푡 +푊푚푖 ∗푘−1푡 + 푏′푖) (5)
 ′푡 = 휎(푊 ′푥푓 ∗ 푡 +푊푚푓 ∗푘−1푡 + 푏′푓 ) (6)
푘푡 = ′푡 ⊗ tanh(푊 ′푥푔 ∗ 푡 +푊푚푔 ∗푘−1푡 + 푏′푔)
(7)
+  ′푡 ⊗푘−1푡
푡 = 휎(푊푥표 ∗ 푡 +푊ℎ표 ∗ 푘푡−1 +푊푐표 ∗ 퐶푘푡 (8)
+푊푚표 ∗푘푡 + 푏표)
푘푡 = 푡 ⊗ tanh(푊1×1×1 ∗ [푘푡 ,푘푡 ]) (9)
Similar to LSTM, the E3D-LSTM memory cell is di-
vided into the part of temporal memory and another part of
spatio-temporal memory, where the input gate, forget gate,
output gate, recall gate, temporalmemory information, weight
matrix, and spatio-temporalmemory information are denoted
as 푡, 푡, 푡, 푡, 푡, 푊 , 푡, shown in Figure 3. The in-put (0…푡) is video sequence. Note that if ′ on the topright means the gate or weight matrix is in the part of spatio-
temporal memory(e.g. ′푡 , 푊 ′푥푖 ) rather than the temporalmemory, and the forget gate in the part of temporal memory
is replaced by recall gate. Besides, ∗ is the 3D convolutional
operation, 휏 is the number of memory states in the part of
temporal memory, 푘 is the 푘th layer, softmax is a function
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Figure 3: The inner structure of a E3D-LSTM cell
that takes as input a vector of C real numbers and normal-
izes it into a probability distribution consisting of C proba-
bilities proportional to the exponentials of the input numbers
in Equation (10), LayerNorm is a technique to normalize the
distributions of intermediate layers, the RECALL function
is implemented as an attentive module to compute the rela-
tionship between the encoded local patterns and the whole
memory space, and푊1×1×1 is the 1 × 1 × 1 convolutions forthe transformation of the channel number. We formulate the
process as 퐸3퐷−퐿푆푇푀 ∶ 푅푇 ∗푁∗퐼∗퐽∗퐶푎푟푟표푤푅푇 ∗푁∗퐼∗퐽∗퐶′ ,
where the 푇 is the length of time steps, 푁 means splitting
one video to 푁 segments, 퐼 and 퐽 is the column and raw
of frames, 퐶 is the channel, and 퐶 ′ is the new channel of
outputs.
푝(푦|푥) = exp(푊푦 ⋅ 푥)∑퐶
푐=1 exp(푊푐 ⋅ 푥)
(10)
4.2. FM-E3DCL-Net
In this section, a novel deep learning architecture: the fu-
sion multi-channel eidetic 3D convolutional long short-term
memory network (FM-E3DCL-Net) is proposed for forecast-
ing the future demand. This structure of the proposed FM-
E3DCL-Net is illustrated in Figure 4. The 3D encoder layers
are employed to obtain high-dimension feature maps. And
the feature maps directly fed into the E3D-LSTM layers to
model the long short term spatio-temporal interaction. Fi-
nally, the E3D-LSTM hidden states are decoded by the 3D
decoder layers to get predicted hourly demand. In another
branch, the full connect layers (FC) are implemented to ex-
tract the information of external factors. To fuse the different
structures of variables, the technical of reshape is adopted
before and after the fusing full connect layers (Fusion FC).
4.2.1. Structure for spatio-temporal variables
The historical demandswith GPS videos form are spatio-
temporary variables, among the variables used in this pa-
per, as referred to in Defination 2. Considering that the de-
mand can be divided into rent demand and return demand,
the channel dimension of the videos includes rent and return
too. In the following equations, the process is formulated by
Equations (11) to (13),
( 푙푡−푑 , 푙푡−푑+1,… , 푙푡−1) = 푅퐸퐿푈 (11)
(3퐷−퐸푙 …3퐷−퐸1 (푡−푑 ,푡−푑+1,… ,푡−1))
( 푙′푡−푑 , 푙′푡−푑+1,… , 푙′푡−1) = 푅퐸퐿푈 (12)
(퐸3퐷−퐿푆푇푀
푙′
…퐸3퐷−퐿푆푇푀1 (푡−푑 ,푡−푑+1,… ,푡−1))
푡 = 3퐷−퐷푙′′ …3퐷−퐷1 ( 푙
′
푡−푑 , 푙′푡−푑+1,… , 푙′푡−1)
(13)
where 푙, 푙′ , 푙′′ are the number of layers, 푑 is the look-back
time windows, 3퐷−퐸푙 , 퐸3퐷−퐿푆푇푀푙′ , 3퐷−퐷푙′′ are the lay-ers in 3D-Encoder, E3D-LSTM and 3D-Decoder networks,
푅퐸퐿푈 is active function,  푙푡−푑 , 푙′푡−푑 are the outputs of cor-responding networks, 푡 is the primary prediction of futuredemand, which is prepared to fuse with the outputs of an-
other branch.
4.2.2. Structure for normal variables
Normal variables include external factors like weather,
holiday, and the time interval, which are processed by the
another branch. In the following equations, the process is
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Figure 4: Architecture of the FM-E3DCL-Net
formulated by Equation (14),
푡 = 퐹퐶푙′′′ …퐹퐶1 (푤푡−1, ℎ푡−1, 푝푡−1) (14)
where 푙′′′ is the number of layers, 퐹퐶
푙′′′
is the layers in the
FC network, and 푡 is the outputs of another branch.
4.2.3. Fusion, objective function, and model
As mentioned before, the temporal dependencies, spa-
tial dependencies, and external factors both benifit to pre-
diction. For fusing these variables, the Fusion FC nerwork
is employed finally. In the following equations, the process
is formulated by Equation (15),
푡 = 푅푒푠ℎ푎푝푒(퐹푢푠푖표푛−퐹퐶푙′′′′ …퐹푢푠푖표푛−퐹퐶1 (푅푒푠ℎ푎푝푒(푡),푡))
(15)
where 푙′′′′ is the number of layers, 퐹푢푠푖표푛−퐹퐶
푙′′′′
is the layers
in the FC network, 푅푒푠ℎ푎푝푒 means transforming tensor to
vector or the inverse operation, and푡 is the final predictionof future demand.
During the training process of the FM-E3DCL-Net, the
object is to minimize the mean squared error between the
real and estimated future demand. The objective function is
formulated by Equation (16).
min
푤,푏
‖푡 −푡‖22 (16)
The training steps of FM-E3DCL-Net is illustrated in Al-
gorithm 1:
4.2.4. Ensemble learning
Despite the deep learningmodel is powerful in non-linear
fitting ability, statistic model has better interpretation. This
Algorithm 1 FM-E3DCL-Net training
Require: The historical observations of demand,
{1…푚 };The known information, {푤1…푤푚}, {푝1… 푝푚},{ℎ1…ℎ푚};The look-back windows, 푑;
Ensure: The learned parameters of FM-E3DCL-Net;
1: initialize a null set : 퐿푎푟푟표푤∅
2: for time series 1 + 푑 ≦ 푡 ≦ 푚 do
3: 푡푎푟푟표푤{푡−푑 …푡−1}
4: A training dataset {{푡, 푤푡−1, 푝푡−1, ℎ푡−1},푡} is putinto 퐿
5: end for
6: Initialize all the weighted and intercept parameters
7: repeat
8: Randomly sample a batch 퐿푠 from 퐿
9: Minimizing the objective function shown in Equa-
tion (16) to obtain the parameters within 퐿푠
10: until convergence criterion met
study adopt ensemble learning, which is a popular policy, to
improve the prediction performance and decrease variance
by stacking deep learning and statistical models. As shown
in Equation (17),
푃 = 푊1 ∗ 푃1 +푊2 ∗ 푃2 (17)
where 푃 is the final prediciton, 푃1 represents the predic-tion of deep learning model, 푃2 represents the predictionof statistic model, and 푊 1, 푊 2 are the weight parameters
learned on the validation set.
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Figure 5: Hourly rent demand (left) and return demand (right)
Figure 6: Weekly distribution of average demand Figure 7: Average deamnd in weekend and workday
5. Experiments and results
5.1. Dataset
The dataset utilized in this paper come from Soda Data
Innovation Platform and Beijing Mobike Technology Co.,
Ltd., the big data platform and bike-sharing company in China,
during August 1, 2016 and August 31, 2016. Total orders
from the dataset are roughly counted as 100,000 with a sam-
pled ratio of 10% after preprocessing due to the limitation
of data availability. Every order contains the features: order
id, user id, start time, end time, start location, end location,
and trajectory location. The average riding time is roughly
15 minutes, and the straight-line distance is mainly concen-
trated in the range of 700-2000 m. The location is repre-
sented by longitude and latitude, and start from 121.14◦E to
121.37◦E in longitude, from 31.20◦N to 31.24◦N in latitude.
The reign is partitioned into 16*16 grids and the demand is
counted every 10 minutes, the hourly rent demand as shown
in Figure 5. Each grid is roughly a square with the length
2000 m. Then, the weather datasets in day or night is col-
lected from the China Meteorological Administration.
Here the dataset is divided into the training set including
August 1, 2016 to August 23, 2016, the validation set includ-
ing August 24, 2016 to August 27, 2016, and the testing set
including August 28, 2016 to August 31, 2016. The advan-
tage of this division is that each set both contains workday
and weekday, where the training set includes 17 workdays
and 6 weekdays, the validation set includes 3 workdays and
1 weekday, and the testing set includes 3 workdays and 1
weekday.
Figure 6 and Figure 7 shows the average hourly demand
in the weekend or workday, where 푋 represents hours, 푌
represents days, and 푍 represents average demand. It is
clear that there are double peaks in morning rush hours and
evening rush hours in the workday while there is only one
peak in the weekend. From experience, the habit that people
generally get up later in weekend than workday may cause
the demand delayed. The demand in different time inter-
vals of weekend or workday shows the various performance.
Therefore, the time intervals: morning rush hours, day time,
evening rush hours, and night time, and workday or weekend
are defined as features.
5.2. spatio-temporal correlations
As discussed before, the FM-E3DCL-Net is proposed to
capture the spatio-temporal correlations among the spatio-
temporal features, i.e., the demand of central grid and neigh-
bour grids shown in Figure 8(a).
For verifying the existence of spatio-temporal correla-
tions, the rent demand of central grid (7, 7) is chosen as an
example to compute the Pearson correlations with neighbor
grids by Equation (18) across time and space, as shown in
Figure 9. In the formulation, 푌 is the demand of grid (푖, 푗)
in t푡ℎ hour, 푋 is the demand of grid (푖 + 푘, 푗 + 푘) in t-h푡ℎ
hour, 푘 ∈ {1, 2, ...9}, and ℎ ∈ {1, 2, ...6}. On the whole, the
Pearson correlations gradually descendwhile the time devel-
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Figure 8: Central grid and Neighbor grids Figure 9: Pearson correlations across time and space
Figure 10: Feature importance(weight) Figure 11: Feature importance(gain)
ops and the grid distance ascends by compares the scatters
on different color lines along the grid distance axis. It is in-
teresting to found that this phenomenon is gradually weak
along with the development of time and space. By the way,
the rent or return demand of all grids has the similar perfor-
mance.
Corr(푌 ,푋) = 퐸[(푌 − 퐸(푌 ))
′(푋 − 퐸(푋))]
퐸[(푌 − 퐸(푌 ))2]퐸[(푋 − 퐸(푋))2]
(18)
5.3. Feature importance
To verify which variables are important for forecasting
the demand, this subsection displays the feature importance
by modeling the central grid (7,7) and neighbor grids shown
in Figure 8(b) with XGBoost. XGBoost, proposed by [5],
is an enhanced decision-making model based on the gradi-
ent boosting tree and can effectively build and function in
parallel. In the XGBoost, the boosted trees are divided into
regressionand classification trees for optimizing the target
function value, shown in Equation (19), where 푦(푖), 푦̂(푖) are
the real and estimated demand. The hyperparameters are ad-
justed by grid search.
Gradient boosting constructs the boosted trees to intel-
ligently obtain the feature scores, thus indicates the impor-
tance of each feature of the model. For example, the more
key decisions are made using a feature, the higher score it is.
Figure 10 and Figure 11 shows the top 10 important features
measured by weight and gain, which are used to evaluate
the features in general, i.e. the number of times a feature
appears in the trees and average gains. The look-back time
windows are 6 hours, and the demand is counted every 10
minutes. The neighbor demand (푡 − 푛) means the average
demand of the neighbor grids before 푡− 푛 time segment, the
demand (푡 − 푛) means the self-demand in central grid (7,7)
before 푡 − 푛 time segment, n∈ {1, 2, ...36} counted every
10 minutes as 6 hours in all, the holiday means weather to-
day is holiday, the weather cloud, weather rain, and weather
sunny means the current weather at t-1푡ℎ hour. It can be
found that the historical neighbor demand and self-demand
are very important for forecasting future demand. From the
result, it supports that the spatio-temporal features benefit
forecasting future demand, and external factors also make
helpful contributions. By the way, the rent or return demand
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of all grids has the similar performance.
푒푟푟표 = 1
푇 − 푑
푇∑
푖=푡−푑
(푦(푖) − 푦̂(푖))2 (19)
5.4. Model comparison
The proposed FM-E3DCL-Net is trained on the training
set, validated on the validation set, and tested on the testing
set respectively. In the model architecture, the deep learning
part of FM-E3DCL-Net is composed of 2 E3D-LSTM lay-
ers, 2 3D-CNN encoder layers, 2 3D-CNN decoder layers,
1 full connected layer, and 3 full connected fusing layers.
Each the E3D-LSTM or 3D-CNN layer includes 32 filters
with size (3,3,3), the full connected layer includes 32 neu-
rons, and the full connected fusing layer includes 256 neu-
rons. Besides, the padding parameter is (1,1,1) and active
function is ReLU. In the training process, the training policy
is set to be early stopping with max iterative epoch 50 and
batch size 32. And then, the GPS demand videos and other
external variables like period, holiday, and weather are fed
into the model. In low layers, 3D-CNN only handles the one
of the GPS videos, which has time series 6 representing a
hour with 6 segments and every segment represents 10 min-
utes.
Excluding the proposed model, several benchmark mod-
els are employed to explore the effects of different data struc-
tures and corresponding models. These models include 2
traditional time-series models (i.e., HA andMA) and 6 state-
of-the-art machine learning/deep learning models (i.e., 3D-
CNN,ConvLSTM, 2D-CNN, LSTM, LASSO, andXGBoost).
To reasonably compare the performance of the exper-
iments, the deep learning models (i.e., 3D-CNN, ConvL-
STM, and 2D-CNN) based on GPS demand videos have the
same hyperparameters like layers, num of filters, and size of
filters besides the same training policy and relevant setting.
(1) FM-E3DCL-Net(full) : The proposed full FM-E3DCL-
Net, as shown in Figure 4.
(2) FM-E3DCL-Net(demand) : The FM-E3DCL-Net which
just includes historical demand and excludes external
factors as input.
(3) FM-E3DCL-Net(+HA) : The ensemble learning model
stacked by FM-E3DCL-Net(full) and HA.
(4) 3D-CNN : The data structures of GPS videos is reshaped
by expanded along with the hour dimension for generat-
ing long videos, which is the necessarily required input
by 3D-CNN. In this way, the videos loss the informa-
tion of hour dimension, which means it may hard to ex-
tract long term temporal features due to the expanded
overlong temporal length, i.e., 6 hours with the tempo-
ral legth 36 of minute dimension. Note that, 3D-CNN
only handles the one of GPS demand videos, i.e., 1 hour
rather than 6 hours, with temporal legth 6 of minute di-
mension in the FM-E3DCL-Net.
(5) ConvLSTM : Same with 3D-CNN, the data structures of
GPS videos is reshaped by expanded along with hour di-
mension. However, this kind of model only builds tem-
poral connections on the high-level features at the top
layer while leaving the spatio-temporal correlations in
the low-level layers not fully exploited.
(6) 2D-CNN : The data structure of GPS videos is reshaped
by expanded along with hour dimension and minute di-
mension. In this way, the information of the time series
is lost because all the time dimensions are eliminated.
(7) LSTM : The data structure of GPS demand videos is re-
shaped by expanded along with hour dimension, width
dimension, and height dimension. In this way, the spa-
tial dependencies is never considered, which is obvi-
ously unreasonable.
(8) LASSO : The data structure of GPS demand videos is re-
shaped by expanded along with hour dimension, minute
dimension, width dimension, and height dimension. More
specifically, the coordinate is regarded as another feature
concatenating to other features after the expanding, and
the hyperparameters are chosen by grid search.
(9) XGBoost : Same with LASSO on data structures, fea-
tures, and hyperparameters. TheXGBoost is an advanced
machine learning model that is adept at problems with
original data structures of vector form. But it has aweak-
ness in extracting temporal and spatial dependencieswhen
processing the videos.
(10) HA : The traditional time-series model, which averages
the historic demand to predict future demand. For exam-
ple, the future demand during 7-8 AM in the grid (푖, 푗)
is predicted by averaging the historical demand during
7-8 AM in (푖, 푗).
(11) MA : The traditional time-series model, which calcu-
lates the moving average demand of previous 6 hourly
demand.
Our experiments are conducted on Colab(Gpu), which is a
Cloud Server. On the program, we use python-3.7, pytorch,
and scikit-learn.
The performances of experiments are evaluated by root
mean squared error (RMSE), mean absolute error (MAE),
and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) given by Equa-
tions (20) to (22), where 푦(푖) and 푦̂(푖) are the 푖th real and es-
timated value of the demand, and 푛 is the size of the testing
set.
RMSE =
√√√√1
푛
푛∑
푖=1
(푦(푖) − 푦̂(푖))2 (20)
MAE = 1
푛
푛∑
푖=1
|푦(푖) − 푦̂(푖)| (21)
MAPE = 1
푛
푛∑
푖=1
|푦(푖) − 푦̂(푖)|
푦(푖)
(22)
The performances of the proposed and benchmark mod-
els on the test set are shown in Section 5.4. It can be seen
that the proposed FM-E3DCL-Net(+HA) outperforms the
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Figure 12: Demand (rent) comparison of the ground truth and prediction by FM-E3DCL-Net
Model RMSE MAE MAPE
rent arrive rent arrive rent arrive
FM-E3DCL-Net(+HA) 1.060 1.070 0.504 0.518 0.492 0.498
FM-E3DCL-Net(full) 1.135 1.121 0.519 0.535 0.489 0.497
FM-E3DCL-Net(demand) 1.586 1.588 0.574 0.575 0.538 0.540
3D-CNN 1.176 1.173 0.552 0.558 0.514 0.511
ConvLSTM 1.149 1.132 0.526 0.537 0.516 0.522
2D-CNN 1.182 1.179 0.575 0.583 0.534 0.527
LSTM 1.188 1.167 0.561 0.570 0.514 0.520
LASSO 1.232 1.269 0.617 0.632 0.486 0.499
XGBoost 1.288 1.311 0.630 0.642 0.499 0.506
MA 1.505 1.511 0.716 0.712 0.596 0.587
HA 1.220 1.244 0.521 0.530 0.548 0.551
other benchmarkmodels byRMSE,MAE and competitive by
MAPE. The FM-E3DCL-Net(full) without ensemble learn-
ing achieves better performance on the rent demand byMAPE
(0.492), which is 5.3% atmost lower than the best benchmark
model ConvLSTM. It indicates that FM-E3DCL-Net(full)
performs best when only considering the deep learningmod-
els. It is interesting to find that 3D-CNN, which both con-
sider the spatial and temporal dependences, performs better
than the model 2D-CNN that only considers spatial depen-
dence. Similar comparison performance appears between
ConvLSTM and LSTM.
Comparedwith the FM-E3DCL-Net(demand), which only
input the demand and not include other factors like weather,
holiday and time interval, the FM-E3DCL-Net achieves 29.4%
decrease on the return demand by RMSE (1.121). It is inter-
esting to find that external factors make great contribution to
the demand prediction, and the fusion design is significant.
Despite the deep learningmodel is powerful in non-linear
fitting ability, statistic model has better interpretation. This
study adopt ensemble learning, which is a popular policy,
to improve the prediction performance and decrease vari-
ance by stacking deep learning and statistical models. It
is found that the FM-E3DCL-Net(+HA) achieves 6.6% de-
crease on the rent demand by RMSE (1.060) on the basis of
FM-E3DCL-Net(full), while just causes little increase less
than 1% by MAPE.
Observing video-based deep learning models 3D-CNN
and ConvLSTM, which are extended and updated versions
on 2D-CNN and LSTM, they performe better than the origi-
nal ones. The reason may be the design that simultaneously
considering temporal and spatial dependences is more suit-
able for capture spatio-temporal correlations than only con-
sidering one dpendence.
On the whole, the results verify the assumption that data
structure, temporal dependence, and spatial dependence are
important for forecasting future demand in bike-sharing sys-
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Figure 13: Sensitivity analysis of the FM-E3DCL-Net
tems. Taking rent demand of central grids as an example,
Figure 12 give a visual comparison of the ground truth and
prediction by FM-E3DCL-Net in different time intervals, where
the deeper color means a larger demand. From the visual
comparison, it is obvious that the FM-E3DCL-Net can cap-
ture the spatio-temporal correlations. It can be seen that de-
mand in morning rush hours (i.e. 7-9 am) and evening rush
hours (i.e. 15-21 pm) is much higher than other time in-
tervals. The trend of the demand across grids shows more
demand in the center compared to margarine. Through fore-
casting and visualizing the future demand, the operator can
reposition the bikes more efficiently to avoid oversupply or
shortage.
5.5. Sensitivity analysis
In this section, the sensitivity analysis is experimented
by tuning hyperparameters on FM-E3DCL-Net, where the
hyperparameters include layers, filters, and look-back win-
dows.
With the same training epochs and policy : early stop-
ping, this section trains the FM-E3DCL-Net under different
hyperparameters. Figure 13 demonstrates that the RMSE
gradually decreases with increasing the look-time window,
but there is a trade-off because increasing the look-time win-
dowmeansmore computation. Except that, it has a trend that
the RMSE first drops and then rises with the increase of lay-
ers and filters. This phenomenon is generally considered an
overfitting problem. Through comprehensive consideration,
the look-back window 6, layers 6, and filters 32 are chosen
as the hyperparameters.
6. Conclusions
In this study, a novel model stacked by deep learning and
statistical models based on video-level data named the fu-
sion multi-channel eidetic 3D convolutional long short-term
memory network(FM-E3DCL-Net), is proposed to forecast
future demand in bike-sharing systems. The proposed archi-
tecture, composed of multiple E3D-LSTM, 3D-CNN, and
FC layers, fuses the GPS demand videos and external fac-
tors (i.e. weather, holiday, and period) by first processing
separately and then merging. The design of multi-channel,
where rent demand and return demand as a channel respec-
tively, benefits extracting correlations between the two kinds
of demand. The Pearson correlations are employed to ver-
ify the spatio-temporal correlations, and the XGBoost model
is adopted to demonstrate the feature importance on exter-
nal and spatio-temporal features. Compared with several
benchmark models including traditional time series mod-
els (i.e., HA and MA) and 6 state-of-the-art machine learn-
ing/deep learning models (i.e., 3D-CNN, ConvLSTM, 2D-
CNN, LSTM, LASSO, and XGBoost), the proposed FM-
E3DCL-Net performs best on the measure by RMSE and
MAE and competitive by MAPE.
This paper experiment the performance of a novel model
with E3D-LSTM techniques based on video-level data in
bike-sharing systems. Forecasting the future demand is very
important to avoid oversupply or shortage by reasonably repo-
sitioning the bikes. Though the proposed FM-E3DCL-Net
shows good performance, one limitation is that deep learn-
ing techniques are hard to demonstrate interpretability. The
following work will include further combining the statistical
methods into deep learning techniques and explaining the re-
lations between the prediction and spatio-temporal features.
Due to lacking the real data on taxi systems in Shanghai, the
competitive pattern between bike-sharing and taxi systems
is worth to further study in the future.
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